We address the problem of parametrizing the boundary data for reactiondiffusion partial differential equations associated to distributed systems that possess rough boundaries. The boundaries are modeled as fast oscillating periodic structures and are endowed with Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions. Using techniques from homogenization theory and multiple-scale analysis we derive the effective equation and boundary conditions that are satisfied by the homogenized solution. We present numerical simulations that validate our theoretical results and compare it with the alternative approach based on solving the same equation with a smoothed version of the boundary. The numerical tests show the accuracy of the homogenized solution to the effective system vis a vis the numerical solution of the original differential equation. The homogenized solution is shown undergoing dynamical regime shifts, such as anticipation of pattern formation, obtained by varying the diffusion coefficient.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
A large variety of natural systems can be modeled by parabolic partial differential equations. Examples of such systems include physical, physiological, ecological and social phenomena displaying complex spatio-temporal dynamics. An important class of such equations is represented by reaction-diffusion equations (see for example [26] and references therein). However, the domain where such systems evolve may show complex geometric features, such as porous media and rough boundaries. This fact leads to serious practical as well as theoretical challenges. For example, many sophisticated PDE solvers balk in handling the fine scales of the boundary. Furthermore, the roughness of the boundary may induce noise and uncertainty in measuring the state variables of the system close to the boundary. These factors lead to many difficulties in the approximation and identification of the mathematical models describing the actual physical system. Indeed, the approximation of physical systems in the presence of multiple scales requires substantial additional numerical precision and more sophisticated solvers, whereas the identification of the model may fail due to lack of measurements.
One possible approach to these problems consists in generating an equivalent system, defined on a smoothed layer containing the domain, whose parameters near the boundary depend on the rough geometry and such that the solution in the interior of the spatial domain is very close to the one of the original system. As verified in our simulations and intuitively natural, we expect this approach to be preferable than applying simple smoothing or chopping techniques to the boundary.
To this aim, a natural idea would be to gather the leading contribution of such rough domains by some kind of multiple scale analysis. The usual approach for analyzing rough boundaries is the homogenization method (see for example [30, 18, 17, 45] ). Many other physical systems have been analyzed in the context of complex morphology of domains (see, for example, [44, 24] for the case of nonlinear waves over highly variable domains). However, to the authors' knowledge, very little has been done in the specific case of a rough boundary analysis of reaction-diffusion equations.
Once the problem of the numerical convergence of the solutions is addressed, the influence of the roughness on the spatio-temporal dynamics of the system can be more easily investigated. In fact, the presence of complex boundaries may produce important modifications in the asymptotic distribution of the model variables.
For example, in the field of ecological modeling, it is well known from the literature, that lakes with complex geometry show larger spatial variability of limnological parameters than lakes with a simple shape. In [31] it is shown, for example, that the Pilkington Bay, a shallow, eutrophic embayment with a complex geometry in northwestern Lake Victoria, East Africa is strongly influenced by differences in rates of heating, cooling, and depth of wind mixing with respect to a lake with a simple shape. Regarding the ecological processes in lakes with rough boundaries, Assireu et al. [12] have observed that correlations between geometrical complexity and phytoplankton distribution are present in some Amazonian lakes. The authors are involved in projects aimed at modeling the amazon lake of Serra da Mesa [41] in a distributed system set up. However, the roughness of the boundary conditions required the development of novel techniques to parametrize effectively the boundary.
In this work, homogenization is used to analyze a class of reaction diffusion equations in domains with rough boundaries. In particular, it is shown that such boundary can be replaced by an equivalent layer where a modified differential equation holds. The coefficients in this new equation are certain effective parameters, such as the effective diffusivity, determined by solving a homogenized problem involving the geometry of the boundary. After the formal asymptotic expansion is developed, it will be validated through numerical experiments. Convergence of the homogenized solution is then verified by numerical simulations. The effects of the rough boundaries in the dynamics are quantified by comparing the homogenized system and a system with the same mathematical structure simulated in a regular domain. In particular, two systems showing complex spatio-temporal patterns are analyzed and the quantification of the changes in their dynamical properties are measured by using a suitable recurrence indicator.
The paper is organized as follow: In Section 2 we describe the class of reaction diffusion models that will be analyzed and the formal asymptotic expansion. In Section 3 we perform the homogenization and provide the equation satisfied by the leading term of the formal asymptotic expansion. This section follows very closely the work of Nevard and Keller [45] , with main differences concerning the fact that our system is nonlinear and time dependent. In Section 4 we present the numerical simulations to validate the asymptotic expansion. After the comparison of the homogenized systems with a smoothed one, developed in Section 4 and the application to a multispecies ecological model, described in Section 5, the effects of rough boundaries in the dynamics of complex systems are investigated in Section 6 by means of recurrence indicators. Conclusion are drawn in Section 7 with some final remarks and directions for future research.
Literature review
We close the Introduction with a short literature survey of homogenization works in the present context so as to place this article in perspective. Homogenization has been the subject of huge attention during the past few decades. See for example [21, 20] and references therein. Although we shall refrain from the temptation of trying to present a comprehensive description of such literature, we will try to cover a few points that seem to be closer to the subject of rough boundary homogenization and the ecological applications we have in mind.
The study of effective conditions in the context of partial differential equations in fluid dynamics has been the subject of extensive studies in the literature. In many contexts such conditions are called wall laws. In [1] two ways of deriving wall-laws for incompressible viscous flows on rough surface were analyzed. In [4] the effective boundary conditions were proposed for a laminar flow over a rough wall with periodic roughness elements. In [2] the problem of simulating flows over a rough surface or flows with strong gradients near walls was considered and numerical tests were performed. In [3] an error estimate for the approximation of the Dirichlet problem with complex boundaries by wall laws is presented.
More recently a lot of numerical, as well as theoretical, research has been developed in the context of the finite element method for rough boundaries. See for example [32, 33] for the case of elliptic equations and [19] in the specific case of the heat equation.
In the context of time-independent (elliptic) problems an enthralling survey could be found in [46] . Here, the focus is on the interior of the domain, and not on the boundary, although one may certainly conjecture about the extension of such ideas to rough or random boundary conditions.
The state of the art on the homogenization of rapidly oscillating boundaries is evolving very fast. Indeed, in [9, 10, 8, 11, 47] thin domains with highly oscillatory boundaries have been studied in a theoretical framework and convergence results have been obtained, mostly for elliptic or stationary problems. In comparison with our work we do not assume a thin domain.
In [5] , Amirat et al. study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of the Laplace equation in a domain, whose boundary includes a highly oscillating part. Using a boundary layer corrector, they derive and analyze a non-oscillating approximation of the solution in the H 1 norm. In reference [6] , the same authors deal with the modeling of a Stokes flow. Here, the domain is bounded above by a periodic distribution of small asperities. An asymptotic expansion is obtained and as the period tends to zero, the solution of the problem converges to its leading term. The asymptotic expansion convergence is justified through error estimates. In [7] , the authors determine effective boundary conditions and find asymptotic approximations, which can be exploited in numerical schemes. More precisely, they derive a wall law for the flow over a very rough surface according to the steady Stokes equations. The approximation's accuracy is characterized in terms of the small parameter . The latter measures the size of the base area of the box-shaped features forming the roughness on the surface of the domain.
In contradistinction with most of the works mentioned above, our focus is towards obtaining simple effective boundary conditions in the context of reactiondiffusion equations, to check their validity in numerical simulations, and to apply it to ecological studies. Our interest stems from the importance of the effects caused by the boundaries on the spatial-temporal diversity of the dynamics. This has attracted the attention of biologists and limnologists as in [14, 49, 38, 50].
THE MODEL
Consider a rectangular domain Ω whose boundary is partly rough with periodic roughness elements Γ . To model this boundary, we shall use the curve z = h(x/ ) in the (x, z) plane of period in x. Here refers to the basic scale where the boundary oscillation takes place and is assumed to be much smaller than the characteristic dimensions of our domain. Following [45] , we assume that the boundary oscillates between the lines z = −A and z = 0. Furthermore, we assume that z = h(x/ ) is monotone in the semi-period and is a differentiable function. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the rough periodic boundary, where n is the outward unit normal vector to the boundary and σ > 0 represents the diffusivity in the internal domain z > h(x/ ). We assume that the dynamics of the system is described by the following equation:
subject to appropriate boundary conditions of Dirichlet or Neumann type, namely:
and suitable smooth initial conditions. We assume that the system under consideration admits solutions in an interval of time independent of and that the nonlinear function f admits a Taylor expansion at any point.
Our results concern the formal asymptotics in compact subsets of the interior of the homogenized domain and we are not concerned with any possible transient oscillations for arbitrarily small times near the boundary. It is well-known that certain reaction-diffusion systems may not even have solutions for all times. Thus, without further hypothesis on the function f we cannot expect rigorous convergence results. The issue of well-posedness for such systems is the subject of intense research and we shall not dwell on it (see for example [26] and references therein). 
MODEL PARAMETERIZATION USING MULTISCALE ANALYSIS
In this section we present the main results concerning the model parameterization. In particular, two main theorems, accounting for the formal asymptotic analysis of the Neumann and Dirichlet cases, are reported.
Rough boundaries correspond to the intuitive idea of a highly oscillating and unpredictable curve. In other words, the characteristic length of the autocorrelation for the stochastic process that describes the boundary is << 1 where 1 corresponds to the typical scale of our domain. The stochastic treatment of such problems requires technicalities that would take us to far afield. Instead, we will follow the tradition of homogenization theory [29] where weak autocorrelations in random structures are replaced with periodic regions with period → 0.
The basic model under consideration is that of equation (1) with boundary conditions given either by equation (3) or by equation (2) . We introduce the variable y = x/ and write U as function of x, y, z, t and : U (x, z, t, ) = u(x, y, z, t, ). Then, we substitute U with u in (1), (3) and (2), noting that
and, from (3)
A straightforward computation using equation (4) yields
with the following boundary conditions:
Here, u is required to be periodic in y with period 1, which is the period of the curve z = h(y). See Figure 1 . In the sequel, we assume that u can be expanded for small in the form
and provide the main homogenization results for the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Neumann boundary conditions
We first consider the case for which, on the rough boundary, we have Neumann boundary conditions described in equation (3) .
Following Nevard and Keller [45] , let us introduce y 1 (z) and y 2 (z) as two inverses of z = h(y) over one period. The first, y 1 (z), increases from y 1 = 0 at z = 0 to y 1 = y 1 (−A) at z = −A, and y 2 (z) increases from y 2 (−A) = y 1 (−A) to y 2 (0) = 1 as z increases from −A to 0 (see Figure 2 ). We can then summarize the main result in the following theorem:
and is a solution of the problem :
where σ = σ(y 2 − y 1 ) and σ eff is the effective diffusivity tensor:
Proof. First of all, we substitute (9) for u into (6) and (7) obtaining:
Then, we equate to zero separately the coefficients of each power of . For −2 we obtain σu (0)
The solution of this problem is the sum of a linear term in y and another one independent of y, namely: u (0) = αy + β. Furthermore, since u is assumed to be periodic in y, then the linear term in y vanishes. Hence u (0) is independent of y, i.e., (13) 
The coefficient of −1 in (11) yields the following problem for u (1) :
is independent of y, equations (14) become
Thus, by integrating (15a) from y 1 to y, with respect to y, and using (15b), we find that:
From the coefficient 0 we obtain:
yy + σu
Integrating both sides of (17a) between y 1 (z) and y 2 (z), we get y2 y1 σu (2) yy + σu (18) and from equation (16) we get u
x . Hence equation (18) (2) yy + σu
where σ = σ(y 2 − y 1 ). Now, on the left hand side of (19) we have (20) y2 y1 σu (2) yy + σu
, and from (17b) we obtain (σu (2) y + σu
Thus, (20) becomes (21) y2 y1 σu (2) yy + σu
the right hand side of (21) is (22) y2 y1 σu (2) yy + σu
Using this remark on the left hand side of (19) we get
This is the equation for u (0) which holds in the interval −A < z < 0, within which the boundary oscillates (equation (10b)). We note that the flux continuity condition at z = 0 is just the continuity of u 
Dirichlet boundary conditions
We consider now, the case for which, on the rough boundary, we have Dirichlet boundary conditions accounted by equation (2) . Assuming, once again, that u can be expanded for small in the form (9), we can summarize the main result in the following theorem:
and is a solution of the problem:
Proof. We substitute the expansion in (9) for u into (6) and (8):
Then, we equate to zero separately the coefficients of each power of . For −2 we obtain
The solution of this problem is
Thus, for the Dirichlet boundary condition (8), the leading term in the solution
In this case, the rough boundary has the same effect as if it were replaced by the line z = 0, which is its upper boundary.
In the next section we use numerical simulations to test convergence of the expansion (9) to the solution according to theorems 1 and 2 as → 0. In other words, we will provide numerical evidence that:
at least for a class of models commonly used in ecological modeling context [43] . To this aim, we note that the roughness of the boundary increases as decreases. Then, we consider several domains with periodic boundaries with different frequencies and compare numerical solutions of equation (1) (or equation (6) where is introduced) with the homogenized solution obtained by theorems 1 and 2 with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively.
NUMERICAL VALIDATION
In order to numerically validate the results, we apply the method to a nonlinear model describing the distribution of a population in a domain with rough periodic boundaries. The discretization is performed by means of a finite element method of lines whose implementation is available in the software package Comsol Multiphysics. Numerical simulations are performed by means of the well-known Finite Element Method (see [27] for details) and the iterative Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES) available in the software package Comsol Multiphysics (see [15, 16] for the convergence properties of the Comsol finite element solution).
The model is described by equation (1) where the reaction term f (U ) is given by the following nonlinear logistic equation [43] : Let Ω be a rectangular domain whose boundary is defined as Figure 3) , where Γ T and Γ B are highly oscillating periodic functions (with period in x) described by the following curves:
where A is the amplitude of the boundary and D is the vertical displacement between the two rough boundaries. We consider separately the case in which we have Neumann (n·(σ∇U ) = 0) and Dirichlet (U = 0) boundary conditions on these two curves, while, on the vertical boundaries Γ L and Γ R , we have the following boundary conditions: First of all, we notice that the use of homogenization simplifies the computational problem by reducing drastically the number of triangular elements in the homogenized domain up to 5% of those present in the rough one. This result is evident from Figure 5 , where an example of the mesh in the two cases is reported. In order to compare the solutions in the two cases, we start by considering the case for which we have Neumann boundary conditions (n · (σ∇U )=0) on rough boundaries Γ T and Γ B . Theorem (1) leads to the following equations accounting for the Neumann homogenization problem:
Numerical simulations show that, as → 0, u → u (0) . The convergence is evaluated in terms of the mean squared error between U and u (0) corresponding to decreasing values of :
where N and M stand for the number of sampling points in x and y, respectively. Then, we consider the Dirichlet boundary condition case (U = 0) on the rough boundaries Γ T and Γ B . Theorem (2) leads to the following equations accounting for the Dirichlet homogenized problem:
Numerical simulation show that, as → 0, u → u (0) . Figure 7 reports the spatial MSE t (31) between homogenized and exact solutions for each time instant and different values of in semi-logarithmic scale. As we can see, the error decreases as → 0. 
APPLICATION TO MULTI-SPECIE ECOLOGICAL MODELS
In this section we apply the above methodology to a class of ecological models for predator-prey interaction of two species in a bounded domain with rough boundary. This is done by extending the previous results obtained for single species to a multi-species context [42] .
As in Section 4, we consider a rectangular domain Ω showing periodic roughness elements Γ on the boundaries described by the two curves (28a) and (28b).
We assume that the dynamics of the system is described as follows:
where each component of the vector U = [U 1 (x, z, t), . . . , U n (x, z, t)] represents the concentration of each substance (or species), D = diag{σ i }, i = 1, . . . , n is the matrix of diffusion coefficients, Δ denotes the Laplace operator and
accounts for all local reactions. We consider appropriate boundary conditions of either Dirichlet or Neumann type. Namely,
Dirichlet:
Neumann:
and suitable smooth initial conditions. We assume similar hypothesis on existence of solutions independent of and existence of the Taylor expansions of the functions f i (·) for i = 1, · · · , n.
Following the procedure described in Section 3, we can summarize the main results in the following remarks. z, t, ) , . . . , Un(x, z, t, )] satisfy the reactiondiffusion system (32) with Neumann boundary condition (34) on z = h(y) a differentiable 1-periodic function. Suppose that Ui = ui(x, y, z, t, ) has the asymptotic form given in equation (9), where ui is 1-periodic in y. Then, u 
where z, t, ) , . . . , Un(x, z, t, )] satisfy the reactiondiffusion system (32) with Dirichlet boundary condition (33) on z = h(y) a differentiable 1-periodic function. Suppose that Ui = ui(x, y, z, t, ) has the asymptotic form given in equation (9), where ui is 1-periodic in y. Then, u
i (x, z, t) is independent of y for −A ≤ z ≤ 0 and is a solution of the problem:
where
The numerical validation of the above results has been performed on the two species predator-prey Rosenzweig-MacArthur model. This model, extensively studied in [25, 38] , displays a very rich dynamics, including spatial-temporal chaotic behavior and is used to reproduce the dynamics of phytoplankton and zooplankton in aquatic systems. The variable U 1 describes the prey density, whereas U 2 represents the predator density. The interaction between the two species is described by the following equations:
As in Section 4, we consider a homogenized domain described by Ω h = Ω O ∪Ω T ∪Ω B , where the rough boundaries are replaced by two equivalent layers and the coefficients of the homogenized equations are determined by solving the homogenized problem reported in Remarks 1 and 2 for Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively.
The homogenized system equations have the structure reported in equations (35) and (36), where the functions f 1 (u
2 ) are defined according to the RHS of equations (37a) and (37b), respectively. Furthermore, matrices of effective diffusion coefficients D eff T and D eff B , corresponding to the two boundary layers, are the following:
Numerical simulations indicate that, as → 0, U → u (0) , in terms of the mean squared error defined in (31) . Figure 11 reports the spatial MSE between the homogenized and the exact solutions for each time instant and different values of for Neumann case. As we can see from Figure 12 , the error decreases as → 0 when the system reaches the steady state. 
ROUGHNESS INDUCED SPATIO-TEMPORAL SHIFTS IN THE DYNAMICS
In this section we address the problem of evaluating the effects induced by the presence of rough boundaries in the spatio-temporal dynamics of systems described by reaction-diffusion partial differential equations. To this purpose, we compare the solution of a system showing complex patterns in a homogenized rough boundary domain and in a regular square domain. We emphasize that use of the homogenized version of the systems was crucial in computing the different recurrence indicators accurately in a feasible time. Theorem 1 stated that the diffusion coefficient in the homogenized equations is an effective one and, under Neumann boundary conditions, depends on the spatial variable y: σ = σ(y 2 − y 1 ) showing that the roughness of the boundary is accounted by the spatial dependence of the diffusion parameter. Non constant diffusion coefficients may in general induce changes in the dynamical features of the systems under consideration [35] . If the model is nonlinear, such changes may also generate complex patterns. In particular, in [13] differences in the spatial organization of the Turing instabilities are reported for the asymptotic solutions of reaction-diffusion equations. In order to verify the presence of such behaviors in the homogenized equations, we consider a prototypical reaction diffusion system showing complex patterns. The model describes a series of hypothetical trimolecular auto-catalytic reactions proposed by Schnakenberg [51] . The dimensionless version takes the form [43] :
where L is the typical length scale and
The critical diffusion coefficient d c , giving rise to Turing instabilities and critical wavenumber k 
Assuming that the system is solved in a rough domain, the solutions of the system are homogenized using multiple-scale analysis following the methodology described in the previous sections. As before, the original rough boundary domain Ω , bounded above and below by equations (28a) and (28b), is replaced by a ho-
For such homogenized system the following equations hold:
In order to observe the effect of rough boundaries in the system solutions, we have designed a series of systematic experiments by varying the diffusion coefficient. Figure 13 shows the approximate solutions of the system for the regular (left) and the homogenized (right) domain. Each inset corresponds to a steady state solution that has been obtained by fixing the parameters a, b and γ and varying the diffusion coefficient d in an interval including the critical value d c for which the Turing instability occurs as in equations (40) and (41) .
One can observe the differences between the solutions in the regular and in the homogenized domains accounting for a highly oscillating boundary. Figure 13 , where a = 0.1, shows two main differences: the first difference concerns the formation of patterns with different structures. The presence of different patterns in the same system is reported in [34] and explained by means of numerical implications involving the size of the spatial domain of integration and typical shapes depending on the model equations. The second and more important difference is related to the values of the diffusion parameter for which the formed pattern is stable. As one can see, the stable Turing patterns are reached after a spatial transient, during which partially formed structures are observed. These stable patterns are obtained at lower values of d in the case of homogenized system with respect to the regular ones, anticipating the bifurcations. This fact can be explained by the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the spatial variable z, as shown at the beginning of this section. If we focus on Figure 14 , the same mechanism is not observed: in this case the value of the parameter a = 0.3 is such that the critical diffusion parameter d c is higher, thus inducing a faster diffusion process in both the smooth and rough systems. In [13] the possibility of having sequences of bifurcations, e.g., two Turing bifurcations, leading to changes in the spatial pattern structure is discussed. A similar phenomenon is observed in the simulations on the left part of Figure 14 , where the homogenized solution of the Schnakenberg system (42) is shown: the Turing structure is slightly modified by increasing the diffusion coefficient, while the same phenomenon is not present in the solutions of the smoothed boundary system (see the left part of the Figure 14) .
Spatial recurrence indicators
In order to quantify the changes in the dynamics induced by rough boundaries, we use a recurrence index, namely the determinism, introduced in the field of nonlinear time series analysis and recently extended to the spatial case in [39, 40] . In this case the determinism is used for measuring the differences between the model simulations in regular and homogenized domains.
In the sequence, we present a short description of the recurrence methods for spatial systems. For a deeper treatment of the methodology applied to the time series and to d-dimensional spatial systems, the reader is referred to [37] and [36] , respectively. For the purposes of the present work, we only define the recurrence indicators for spatially distributed systems and we apply them to the 2-dimensional spatial case of the Schnackenberg system.
In [36] the Generalized Recurrence Plot (GRP) has been introduced for a d-dimensional data-set, where the 2d-dimensional RP is specified by the matrix R, whose elements are:
where ı = i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i d is the d-dimensional coordinate vector and x ı is the associated phase-space vector, Θ(·) is the unit step function, ξ is the tolerance level, and ||·|| is a chosen norm (typically the Euclidean one). In the graphical representation, each non-zero entry of the RP matrix R is marked by a black dot in the position ( ı, j). This GRP accounts for the recurrences between the d-dimensional state vectors. Since any point is recurrent with itself, a linear manifold of dimension d exists in the RP, for which r ı, j = 1, ∀ ı = j. Although the RP cannot be visualized easily, its quantification by means of suitable indicators has been made possible by the Generalized Recurrence Quantification Analysis (GRQA) [36] .
More recently, the application of GRP and GRQA analysis to the study of two dimensional spatio-temporal systems and complex images, consisting in the fixed time solutions of 2-dimensional distributed systems, has been proposed [39, 40] .
From the mathematical point of view, an image is a two-dimensional Cartesian object composed of scalar values and in this special case the elements of the matrix R in the GRP are:
where each black dot represents a spatial recurrence between two pixels, and every pixel is identified by its coordinates (i 1 , i 2 ), being i 1 and i 2 the row and the column index respectively. In this case, the recurrence plot is a four-dimensional RP and contains the two-dimensional identity plane, denoted LOI in analogy with the "Line of Identity" in the one dimensional case, defined by setting i 1 = j 1 and i 2 = j 2 .
As mentioned above, due to their dimension and to the limited screen resolution it is difficult to analyze the RP only by means of visual inspection. To cope with this problem, the RQA offers a set of indicators computed on the structures of the RP, from which we mention the Recurrence Rate (RR) and the Determinism (D).
In the RPs recurrent points may form structures parallel to the LOI, such as lines in one dimensional time series and planes in two dimensional spatial time series. Denoting by the length of a line structure, for example defined by a sequence of black dots belonging to the diagonal of each recurrent subset of the RP, we build the histogram P ( ) of the line lengths and define the GRQA measures on the basis of their distribution. In particular, RR and D are defined as follows:
where min is the minimum length considered for the diagonal structures.
The recurrence measures are related to the physical properties of the image under consideration, since they account for recurrent properties of the structures visible in the image itself and consequently define a sort of spatial correlation. In particular, the RR is the fraction of recurrent points with respect to the total number of possible recurrences and D is the fraction of recurrent points forming diagonal structures with respect to all the recurrences. Then, RR is a density measure of the RP, while D has been introduced as a measure of the predictability of the system, because it accounts for the diagonal structures in the RP. For example, the presence of such structures in the RP is related to periodicities in the structure of the image.
The above techniques are applied to the solutions, taken at fixed time instants, of the two dimensional spatial Schanckenberg system, described by equation (39) and simulated in a regular domain and for its homogenized version, described by System (42) . The corresponding numerical simulations account for the presence of a rough domain. In particular, the determinism is applied to the insets of Figures  13 and 14 , according to the experiments set up at the beginning of the section. Similar results hold for a = 0.3, where a 10% reduction of determinism is observed at the critical values of the diffusion coefficient d (see Figure 16) . The anticipation in the stabilization of the spatial pattern is not precisely detected because of the high sensitivity of the dynamics with respect to the diffusion parameter.
We emphasize that use of the homogenized version of the systems was crucial in computing the different recurrence indicators accurately in a feasible time. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the homogenization of nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations of distributed systems in domains with rough boundaries is proposed. The main novelty of the work is the use of a multiple-scale approach to reduce the complexity of the geometry of the boundary for reaction-diffusion systems. In this context, formal homogenization theorems have been proved, allowing one to replace the roughness of the boundary with an equivalent layer where suitable modified equations hold. In the solution of the homogenized equation the influence of the roughness is accounted for by means of some "effective" parameters. Both Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions are taken into account. Using the discretization in the finite element method of lines, numerical simulations have been performed to test the convergence of the solutions. A comparison with the solution in a smoothed domain is also presented.
The possibility of parametrizing the boundary data by means of effective boundary conditions increases the robustness and stability of the numerical solution methods that handle the reaction-diffusion problems under consideration. This in turn, would be instrumental in the development of good identification techniques of the relevant parameters for the model from measured data. Indeed, one of the sources of instability in the ill-posed inverse problem of identifying model parameters, such as the diffusion coefficient σ or the function f in equation (1), is associated to the difficulty in describing the complex boundary conditions and keeping track of their effect. Finding an effective description of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions may help in removing a crucial source of instability.
Moreover, the paper presents the application of the homogenization theorem to extended predator-prey ecological models.
The analysis of changes in the dynamics of systems showing complex patterns, such as the Schnackenberg system, is also presented. The results of the study show that the systems solved in regular and homogenized domain present switches in the dynamics in the sense that, for example, structural stability breaking may arise at different values of the diffusion coefficients. In the presented application, the homogenized Schnackenberg system "anticipates" the Turing bifurcation reaching a steady spatial state faster than the system solved in regular boundaries.
A further development of the present work would be to consider mixed boundary conditions of Robin type. The latter seem to be very common in situations where the boundary is neither completely reflecting nor completely absorbing. In this case, the possibility of describing effectively such boundary would once again help in identification problems. The implications of the present work for the solution of model identification problems of distributed systems are currently under investigation by the authors.
The generality of the system we are considering does not allow rigorous convergence results without imposing a number of additional hypothesis that would lead us too far out of the scope of this work. Indeed, it is well-know that even simple reaction-diffusion equations with nontrivial reaction terms may lead to blow-ups or solution break-downs. The same remark holds for the degenerate parabolic system obtained for the homogenized solution in Equations (10a) and (10b). Here again, the availability of rigourous existence and uniqueness results depends on additional hypothesis on the function f (u). Indeed, there is an extensive literature on the subject of degenerate parabolic equation. See for example [28, 22, 23, 48] . The situation is further complicated by the coupling through the boundary z = 0 between the solutions of Equations (10a) and (10b).
As in Nevard and Keller [45] , the present work did not consider the wellposedness of the problem and focused only on the formal part of the theory of the asymptotics. A natural theoretical follow up of this work would be to consider the well-posedness of Equations (10a) and (10b).
